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Cutting It In The ATL (Series 2)

13 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Natural Enemies

Maja’s closing stores and the rumors fly. When Dedra makes a shocking discovery about Maja’s
past, she plots to expose Maja's secret.

2. The New Sheriff in Town

Dedra discovers Maja’s shocking secret, and plots revenge with a new scheming friend. Mushiya
and Maja battle over their natural hair lines at a beauty event. LaKenya is forced to choose sides.

3. Don't Reign of My Parade

Maja is honored at a parade; Mushiya steals the show. Maja explodes & LaKenya snaps. Dedra
plans a takedown with new friend, Pat.

4. Rest in Weaves

Stephen throws a brunch honoring Maja and all hell breaks loose when Dedra and Pat show up to
get revenge.

5. World Wide Web of Lies

Maja strikes back and hits Pat where it hurts; Mushiya confronts LaKenya; Dedra lays plans to
build her empire.

6. The Friendtervention

Mushiya works on a top-secret project; Beautti hosts a peace offering that turns ugly; Dedra works
with her enemy at a fashion show.

7. What's in the Bag?
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Maja expands her empire with a new infomercial; Maja's enemy shows up with a surprise;
Stephen stuns Pat when he does Maja's dirty work.

8. Beauty School or Bust

Maja’s infomercial is on the line when a throwdown between Beautii and Tre’ disrupts the shoot.
Dedra hustles to gain support from her frenemies for her new beauty school in order to have a
shot at success.

9. From Truce to Turnt Up

Dedra’s surprised by the ladies at her event for her beauty school. Beautii throws LaKenya a
super sexy birthday bash, but drama and fighting take over when Beautii overhears Mushiya
talking trash.

10. Beauty Boss Brawl

Mushiya schools LaKenya in power plays then gives Beautii a D minus. Dedra shocks the ladies
with her new venture. Beautii & Mushiya face off.

11. Clip Controversy

Mushiya loses her last ally when she blows up at Maja. Dedra needs Maja but is the price too
high? When Dedra jumps to the other side, Pat schemes.

12. Beauti Show-Down

Beautii debuts her new products at the year’s biggest beauty show but Mushiya wants to steal the
spotlight. Maja saves the day when Dedra’s not ready; Pat smells trouble.

13. The HBBIC of ATL

The ladies go head-to-head in the battle to be crowned ATL’s Head Beauty Boss in Charge! It’s an
all-out war to get top honors but surprises shake the bosses. Maja hatches an evil plan; will she
keep her crown?


